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Has the Insulin Therapy Solved all Problems of Diabetes and its Complications?
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The recent case history of GREGORY and BASU [1] – summarized in the title of the paper - has shown that nearly 100 years after the discovery of insulin and its introduction in the therapy are not solved all problems of diabetic complications. Immediately life-threatening are ketoacidotic coma and hyperosmolar hyperglycemic nonketotic coma.

Unfortunately, their “historical” development is marked by inattentiveness to important observations: already in 1886 has been reported coma in diabetic patients without “acetone or acetoacetic acid” in the urine [2]. Later, 1913, when it was already possible to measure concentration of hydrogen ion H+ in the blood (= blood-pH), this fact has been confirmed [3]: among 11 comatose diabetic patients only 3 had acidosis (= low blood-pH). With other words, hyperosmolar hyperglycemic nonketotic coma has been reported already at the end of the 19 century and was the cause of majority of deaths in coma, however, it has been “accepted” only 1957 [4].

With the acceptance of its existence has aroused the problem how to explain the existence of two consequences of insulin deficiency. A very simple explanation has been found: hyperosmolar hyperglycemic nonketotic coma is caused by decreased concentration of plasmatic insulin, ketoacidotic coma by absolute insulin deficiency. The Nobel prize 1977 to Rosalyn S. YALOW for development of new methods of biochemical analysis that make it possible to measure insulin concentration in human plasma has definitively made clear that insulin does not participate in the pathogenesis of diabetic ketoacidosis: already in 1981 has been published the monograph „Diabetic coma: ketoacidotic and hyperosmolar” [5]. There, on p 67 is the Figure 6.3 with names of 12 authors who have reported sufficient amounts of plasmatic insulin in patients with diabetic ketoacidosis. And absolute deficiency of plasmatic insulin has been reported in patients with coma in hyperosmolar hyperglycemic nonketotic state, eg [6].

Administration of insulin is a reliable prevention of of the hyperosmolar hyperglycemic nonketotic coma; today, it occurs seldom and insulin is also part of its successful treatment. Between 1990 an 2010 yearly 2000 – 3000 patients died in USA in diabetic ketoacidotic coma [7]. Thus, it remains to explain the cause of death in ketoacidotic coma, accompanied always with very low blood-pH. 3 papers have shown and confirmed that low blood-pH is the cause of decreased level of consciousness and coma, and not only a harmless accompanying phenomenon [8-10]. This is the result of increased concentration of 36 organic acids [11], including also extreme acidoses without acetoacetic and beta-hydroxybutyric acids [12]. The glycolytic enzyme phosphofructokinase is pH-dependent, as its activity is decreasing with decreasing pH. Therefore, with decreasing blood-pH is decreased also the utilisation of glucose in brain cells. Increase and normalisation of the low blood-pH after infusions of alkalis (such as sodium bicarbonate) is life-saving in comatose patients with diabetic ketoacidosis – zero lethality has been reported with such treatment, eg [13].

The patient of GREGORY and BASU [1] is a further stone in the ineffectiveness of insulin therapy in diabetic ketoacidosis.
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